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Social groups: people live together in social groups, and they tend to share 

common experiences and come to develop common ways of thinking and 

acting.  

*For many years, researchers have been attempting to explain behavior, memory and 

cognition in biological terms.  

*Researchers are now using a dual approach to understand what makes a person's reality 

and identity.  

*Researchers are taking the social background, language, beliefs, and other cultural and 

social influences into consideration. 

 

The sociocultural approach: 

 

(1) provides researchers and psychologists with a more informed view and 

understanding of the motivations which cause a person to behave in a 

particular way.  

(2) It provides a wide understanding of how people acquire cognitive abilities 

at an early age.  

(3)It emphasizes the influence of the society on our learning process.  

(4) It looks at how a person's experiences, influences and culture help shape 

why they act the way they do.  

**Socio-cultural factors, such as language, art, social norms and social 

structures can play a significant role in the development of our cognitive 

abilities.  

 

Key components of 
sociocultural 

apprroch  

Learning

Language

experience and cultrural 
tools

The child 
upbringing and 
social context



*Learning is a crucial part of passing down culture ideas from parents to children 

*Language is crucial for children mental development 

*Children are capable of creating their own knowledge through experience and cultural tools. 

 

The role of social relations in health and diseases  

• Social relationships, both quantity and quality, affects  

- Health behavior (mental and physical) 

-Mortality risk 

• Social relationships have short and long term effects on health, for 

better and worse 

• Social isolation results in psychological and physiological disintegration 

and even death 

• Health promotion rests on the shoulders not only of individuals but 

also of their families and communities 

• Evidence indicates that interventions that incorporate ways to 

promote social support and develop family and community strengths 

and abilities are important when considering prevention and 

treatment of disease and disability  

• Social relationships affect health through behavioral, psychosocial, 

and physiological pathways. 

• Social relationships shape health outcomes throughout the life course 

• Costs and benefits of social relationships are NOT distributed equally in 

the population.  

• Individuals with lowest level of involvement in social relationships are 

more likely to die than those with greater involvement 

• social ties reduce mortality risk among adults with medical disorders  

• Low quantity and quality of social ties linked to development and 

progress of (CVS and immunological diseases, recurrent MI, 

atherosclerosis, autonomic dysregulation, high BP, cancer, delayed 

recovery from cancer and slower wound healing.) 

• people who are isolated are at increased mortality risk from number 

of causes 

• Recent studies indicate that social support is related to survival post MI 

• For social support to be health promoting, it must provide both a sense 

of belonging and intimacy and must help people to be more 

competent and self-efficacious.  



Sociology  

Sociology is the academic study of social behavior, its origins, development, 

organization and institution. It's also defined as the systemic study of society 

and human social action. It includes: 

 

a- society's structure 

b- the way it operates  

c-how it's changing  

d- the influence of society on the experience and behavior of the individuals 

within it.  

 

Social psychology 

It is a branch of psychology concerned with the way feelings, beliefs, 

thoughts, intentions and goals are constructed and how these factors, in 

turn, influence interactions with others.  

Social psychology (1) seeks to develop a body of knowledge about social 

order, social disorder and social change. It also (2) explains human behavior 

as a result of the interaction of mental states and social situation. 

Furthermore, it (3) deals with the factors that lead us to behave in a given 

way in the presence of others, and look at the conditions under which certain 

behavior/actions and feelings occur.  

 

Socio-cultural factors and behavior 

Socio-cultural factors are the forces within cultures and societies that affect 

the thoughts, feelings, and behavior of individuals. They include: 

1- attitude                              2-cultural identity                       3-culture changes 

4- child rearing practice       5- discrimination                         6-ethnic identity  

7- cultural deprivation         8- cross-cultural differences      9-ethnic values  

10-power                               11-religious practice                   12-religious beliefs 

13-face(sociological concept)  14-race                                    15-family structure 

16-kinship structure             17-racial and ethnic group        18-regional differences 

  



Sociology focuses on:  

1- social stratifications  

2- social class 

3- social mobility  

4- religion 

5- law 

6- sexuality 

7- deviance 

 

• Sociology has gradually expanded its focus to further subjects such as health, 

medical, military and penal institutions, education and the role of social activity in 

the development of scientific knowledge 

• The sociology of health and illness focuses on the social effects of, and public 

attitudes toward illnesses, diseases, mental health and disabilities.  

 

Society 

(Society is derived from the latin word societas, which was derived from the noun socius, that in 

turn means comrade or friend) 

It's a group of people involved with each other through persistent relations, 

or large social grouping sharing the same geographical or social territories, 

subject to the same political authorities and dominant cultural expectations. 

• Human societies are characterized by patterns of social relationships 

between individuals who share a distinctive culture and institutions. 

--The society can enable its members to benefit in ways that would not 

otherwise be possible on an individual basis. 

--A society can also consist of like-minded people governed by their own 

norms and values within a dominant, large society. This is called sub-culture. 

--A society may be illustrated as an economic, social, or industrial 

infrastructure, made up of a varied collection of individuals. 

--Members of society can be from DIFFERENT ETHINIC GROUPS 

 



A society can be a particular:  

• ethnic group, such as Saxons  

• nation state, such as Bhutan  

• Broader cultural group, such as western society   

 

Community 

It has two meanings: 

1- a usually small, social unit of any size that shares common values  

2- national or international community  

In human communities, intent, belief, resources, needs, preferences, risks, 

and a number of other conditions may be present and common, affecting the 

identity of the participants and their degree of cohesiveness.  

 

Culture  

It's defined as the shared patterns of behaviors and interactions, cognitive 

constructs, and affective understanding that are learned through a process of 

socialization. 

These shared patterns identify the members of a culture group while also 

distinguishing those of another group.  

 

Social striations 

It’s the ranking of individuals, groups, or segments of the population 

distinguished according to social characteristics considered by the culture 

important. And it may be based on (social class, gender and ethnicity)   

 

Social Class 

refers to people having the same social, economic or educational status with 

broadly similar styles of living and some shared perceptions of their common 

conditions. It's closely related to occupation and the households, wives, 

children's social class is assigned according to the occupation of the 

household.  



Gender 

Gender refers to differences in social characteristics assigned to males and 

females.  

Gender role: it's the role in society assigned to men and women  

Gender stereotypes: they are perceived ideas about appropriate styles of 

behavior for men (aggressive, active) and women (passive, compliant)  

 

Race and Ethnicity  

Race refers to groups of people who have differences and similarities in 

biological characteristics or traits.  

Ethnicity denotes membership of social groups with a common set of norms, 

values, and beliefs expressed in a common language, religion, dress, diet, 

and other symbols and some sense of common origin or homeland.  

 

Racism  

It's generally defined as actions, practices or beliefs that consider the human 

species to be divided into races with shared traits, abilities or qualities, such 

as personality, intellect, morality or other cultural behavioral characteristics.  

Races can be ranked as inherently superior or inferior to others, or that 

members of different races should be treated differently.  

Racism and racial discrimination are often used to describe discrimination on 

an ethnic or cultural basis, independent of whether these differences are 

described as racial. 

Note that: the stratification system based on race and ethnicity 

disadvantages minorities and is expressed as: 

1- racial prejudice  

2- discrimination  

3- racism  

 


